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IN THE SUP3ESE COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

----------------- -X

DESPISE SHALIS ANO ERNEST s

SMALIS,

Petitioners, g

v. i No. 35-227

PENNSYLVANIA *

------------- - - ---x

Ha shing ton , D .C .

Wednesday, April 2, 1985

The above-entitled matter came cn for oral 

argument before tie Supreme Court of the United States 

at 10»01 o’clock p.m.

APPEARANCES*.

NORHA CHASE, ESQ., Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania* on 

behalf of Petitioners.

ROBERT L. EBERHARDT, ESQ., Deputy District 

Attorney of PennsyL/ania; oi behalf of 

Responde nts.

ANDREW L. FREf, ESQ., Deputy Solicitor Ceneral, 

Department of Justice, Washington, D.C.,: for 

United States, as amicus curiae in support of 

Respondents.
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? R D C E D I 1 3 3

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER* We will hear arguments 

first this morning in Smalis against P enasylvani a, and 

Ms. Chase, you may proceed whenever you are ready.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF NORMA CHASE, ESQ.

ON BEHALF OF THE PETITIONERS

13. CHASEi Mr. Chief Justice, and if it 

please the Court*

The issue in this case is the validity of 

Pennsylvania’s rule permitting the Commonwealth to 

appail an insufficiency determination made at the close 

of a timely rights case. The rule was established with 

very little discussion or analysis at a time when the 

Double Jeopardy Clause did not apply to the states.

With this case it suddenly became a rule in 

search of a rationale. Tie defendants were charged each 

with two counts of murder and various lesser charges as 

a result of i fire in a restaurant-apartment building 

that they owned.

The trial was non-jury. The case was largely 

circumstantial. Ac the close of tie Commonwealth’s 

case, the defendants challenged the sufficiency of the 

Commonwealth’s evidence. They did this with a motion 

that we call a demurrer in Pennsylvania, a demurrer to 

the evidence.
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The issue raised by a demurrer to the evidence 

is tna same i-s the issue nisei by a Hule 29 motion in 

federal court. If it's true, is it enough.

The court found that the evidence, even if 

true, was insufficient to establish beyond a reasonable 

doubt that either of the defendants set the fire.

QUESTIDM* Hhen iii the court hold that?

MS. CHASE* December of 1980.

QUESTION* I know, but at what stage of the

trial?

MS. CHASE* The Commonwealth had rested, and 

the defendants demurred to the evidence.

QUESTION* So, this was mid-trial?

MS. CHASE* Yes, but the Commonwealth had
A

rested. The court, however, denied demurrer with 

respect to involuntary manslaughter and various lesser 

charges involving a reckless state of mind.

The District Attorney's office appealed the 

order sustaining tie demurrer and asked that trial of 

the remaining charges be stayed depending the outcome cf 

the appeal. The District Attorney's office also asked 

for reconsideration of the order sustaining the 

demurrer, and the Commonwealth presently finds it 

significant, as tnay indicite at footnote 11 at page 46 

of their brief, that the defendants at that juncture

4
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joined in the Commonwealth's request that the ruling in 

favor of tie defendants be reconsidered.

We put our reasons on the record at the time. 

Defendants wanted so desperately to complete the trial 

on the involuntary nanslaughter anl toe remaining 

charges that they were willing to suffer the 

reiistatenant of the murder charges with all the risks 

tha* that entailed, so that they could complete the 

trial rather than have the trial interrupted for an 

appeal.

QUESTION; Ms. Chase, in Pennsylvania do you 

have to lemur to tie evidence at tie close of the 

prosecution's case in order to later make a motion for 

judgment n.o.b. if the jury convicts you?

MS. CHASE; My understanding is, you don’t.

QUESTION.: Because I was wondering, if the

defendants were so anxious to have the trial completed, 

they could have foregone the demurrer to the evidence..

MS. CHASE; That’s true. Tiey had lived in 

that courtroom for six weeks. They didn’t want to be in 

there anot.ier six veeks putting in their defense, and 

they wanted to know, what charges did we already win cn.

It was just, basically, a matter of economy at 

that point.

QUESTION* But, you demurred across the beard?

5
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S3, thases Yes, we were interested in weeding

out anything th-at the —

DOESTICWs You were also interested in having 

a ruling on all of them, and you would like --

S3. 3HAS3; Naturally. We wanted to know 

where we stood with the court on all the charges, so 

that we should know what charges we should direct our 

defense to.

On reconsideration the court reaffirmed its 

original order. Tie remaining charges were stayed over 

our objection pending the outcome of the appeal.

Two and a half years later the Superior Court 

quashed the appeal on double jeopardy grounds and 

invalidated the Pennsylvania rule. They reconfirmed 

that decision on re-argument about a year later. About 

a year ago the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania reversed 

and remanded to the Superior jourt for consideration of 

•the merits of the Commonwealth appeal, and it was at 

that juncture that we asked for certiorari.

The Commonwealth's position, as I understand 

it, is that since the trial judge made no decision with 

respect to credibility in ruling on the sufficiency of 

the evidence, his decision does not go to the factual 

elements of the crime. It’s unrelated to factual guilt 

or innocence.
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SssentiaLLy, the Commonwealth looks at Scott, 

sees the words "factual guilt," and thinks that this 

Court is saying that there is another, unrelated kind of 

guilt. I can find no language in either -Martin Linen or 

Scott that suggests that kind of distinction or that in 

any way suggests tnere has to be a credibility 

determination before there can be an acquittal, and I 

think 3urks is clearly to the contrary.

QUESTION! What do they mean, a credibility 

determination ?

MS. CHRSSi rfhat they’re saying is, since the 

judge did not determine whether the evidence presented 

on behalf of the Commonwealth was true, but assamei it 

to be true for purposes of deciding on the demurrer, his 

ruling was not an arguittaL. It iii not go to the 

merits of the case.

QUESTION* You mean, even accepting all of it 

as true, a ruling that it wasn’t enough was not an 

acqui ttal?

MS. CHASSi That’s the Commonwealth’s 

position. I would submit also that this case presents a 

stcoager case against allowing review than Martin Linen 

because in Martin Linen the defendant had been looking 

at retrial before the insufficiency decision was made, 

because the jury had been discharged without reaching a

7
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v erdict

Martin Linen, I believe, also discloses a 

s a n L t a s t necessity irguaant. There was zlsarly no 

mistrial here.

I believe that the Commonwealth’s argument 

that tne defendants waived thair ioable jeopardy rights 

by challenging the sufficiency of the evidence when they 

did is adequately answered by Sanabria. I would add 

that this case presents none of the guirks of the 

Sanabria case. There are no evidentiary rulings at 

issue a are.

This was basically a circumstantial case that 

the trial court found did not measure up to the standard 

of proof beyond a reasoaabLe doubt.

QUESTION* Ms. Chase, you say that you think 

Burks supports, in your position, that it is not 

necessary for the trial judge to admit a credibility 

ia taruinition La oriar for double jeopardy to apply, but 

didn’t Burks amount to a conclusion that there was just 

not sufficient evidence to support a judgment of guilty?

MS. CHkSEi las. The Burks decision, as I 

understand it, did not turn on any credibility 

determination. There was a conclusion in Burks that no 

matter what evidence the court might believe, it still 

is not enough. Mo decision had bean side in tha Burks

8
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case as to credibility of witnesses, but the decision 

was still an acquittal.

I note tiit there his basn some disagreement 

within this Court as to whether every refinement of 

double jeopardy law as developed ia federal cases 

aopLies lock, stock lad barrel to the states. I would 

hope that however that debate ultimately turns out, the 

States will not be held to be free to avoid the finality 

of acquittals by calling acquittals something else when 

they're entered at the close of the Commonwealth's case, 

a stage well after waen tae defendant has been placed in 

jeopardy.

I would hope also that the states are not 

going to be free to hold that a defendant waives his 

Double Jeopardy rights by asking to be acquitted. The 

rights LqvdIv9i here lay not be quite as fundamental as 

the right not to be retried after a classic, traditional 

jury verdict of not guilty, but I would submit that they 

are certainly not peripheral or incidental to the 

purposes of the double jeopardy clause.

As I indicitad this morning —

QUESTION* Well, suppose the trial is all over 

and there aid been i conviction, but than there was a 

motion for n.o.b, or whatever the equivalent is, and the 

trial judge had then sustained it and said there wasn't

9
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enough evidence, T don't rare what the jury held, there 

just wasn't enough evidence."

And, then there's an appeal —

83. CHA3Ei la that case the verdict --

QUESTION* — and the judge —

MS. CHASEi — may be reinstated without 

placiag tne defendant back, into jeopardy.

QUESTIONS That is really the point of this 

case, that it was nidtrial and there had to be further 

proceedings?

MS. CHASE* Correct, that's correct. In 

Hilson, what the defendant gets from the appellate court 

is, go directly to jail, do not pass go.

These defeidaats would at least have to go 

back for resumption of the non-jury trial. Eut here we 

have a situation, since this trial is non-jury, the 

judge in holding essentially that a reasonable doubt 

existed as a matter of law, was necessarily saying that 

there was such a doubt i.i nis own nind.

At least, I've never heard a trial judge say, 

any reasonable persoi would have a doubt but this court 

has none.

QUESTION* Hell, one might wonder how much in 

the practical world this sort of situation is going to 

arise, because it's hard to believe that the state is

13
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going to profit much by appealing froa the sort of 

judgment you describe and get it reversed, only to come 

back, and find he judge is the fact finder and he will 

surely feel, as a East fialer he will feel just as he 

did about the sufficiency of the evidence.

And, in the jury case, the thing just isn't 

going to arise. You don't disband the jury and bring it 

back two years later.

S3. CHA32* I would certainly hope not. I 

think the impact on different trial judges are going to 

be different, but there are situations in which allowing 

the prosedutor to walk back into court years later with 

an appellate opinion telling the judge how wrong he was 

in entertaining that doubt at the close of the 

prosecution's case, is going to put some pressure on the 

judge to convict.

He can still acguit, but ha has to find some 

other basis, and he's put in the position of having to 

justify an acquittal at that point.

QUESTION* Could the judge at that point 

acguit on the other charges under Pennsylvania law?

MS. CHASE* The other charges?

QUESTION* Could ha have added to what he 

said, "And I thereby acguit on these other charges"?

S3. CHA32: If ha had dona that, under

11
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Pennsylvania law —

QUESTION* But can he? Can he do that under 

Pennsylvania law?

NS. CURSE* It’s not proper, although it has 

bean done. Thara lava baai cases where the judge has 

said, "I sustain demurrer and I find the defendant not 

guilty ."

2UESTIj!U Right.

MS. CHASE* Appellate courts have said, the 

judge's decision was improper, but it bars review. If 

he uses the magic words "acquit” or "not guilty," the 

derision will not ia raviawabla.

I would point out also that if this trial is 

resumed as the Commonwealth suggests, although the 

prosecutor doesn't get to re-do his case in chief, he 

doesn't become a bystander merely because he's rested.

Pennsylvania law gives a party who has rested 

the right to re-open his case if additional evidence has 

come to light.

QUESTION^ At least, rebuttal.

S3. CHASE* las. Ha also has the right to put 

in evidence in rebuttal, and he also has the right to 

cross examina and impeach lafansa witnesses, perhaps 

with tha aid of whatever he has learned in the 12-year 

recess .
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And, I would submit that it is just not 

realistic to say tnat the cists of multiple prosecution 

are not presented by the resumption of a non-jury 

trial. It is a second crack, and it is offensive to the 

letter and the spirit of the Double Jeoparly Clause.

Thank you.

30ESriDSs Say I ask, before you — I'm not 

clear. What happens if the same judge is net available 

whan you come back after a couple of years?

MS. CHASE* That's never really been decided. 

Some of the oiler cases, wnen they sustained a demurrer 

In a non-jury trial, said, reversed with a procidendo, 

merely said reversed with a procidendo. More recently 

the practice has been simply to remand for a new trial.

The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania did not 

accept the' alternative of resuming the non-jury trial, 

apparently because they wanted to hang onto a rule that 

let the prosecutor appeal whether the trial was jury or 

non-jury. So, that's never really been latermined.

I'm aware of one case in which the non-jury 

trial was simply resumed on remand. To »y knowledge 

there have been no appellate decisions concerning that 

procedure.

QUESTION! Wall, maybe I'm not remembering the 

facts. If it were a jury trial and you had to send it

13
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back and start over again, what would he do? He'd put 

in the same evidence again, is that what he'd do?

MS. CHASE* It would be the same as a mistrial 

situation procedurally, because trial would just start 

from scratch.

iUESTIOM* But you can't be sure the witnesses 

will testify in exactly — the evidence won't be exactly 

tha si a a as it was til a first tima?

MS. CHASE* Bight, there's no certainty there.

QUESTION* In fact, it —

QUESTION* Some could be dead.

US. CHAREi 3a g pari on?

QUESTION* Some could be dead.

MS. CHASSi That's true. I mean, obviously 

thara ara some rises to tha prosecutor as well as the 

defense with multiple prosecutions.

Thank you.

CHIEF JUSTICE 3J33E3* Mr. Sbarhardt.

33 AL A 31 US ENT 3? R33SRT L. S3 £ RH ARDT 

ON BEHALF OF THE RESPONDENTS

MR. E3SRHARDT* Mr. Chief Justice, and may it 

please the Court*

Tha xattar bafoca t.n a Court raises an 

important question relating to the proper role of the 

Pennsylvania trial judge in deciding whethar a criminal

n
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case shall proceed to verdict.

Ia the Cobbonwealth*s vis*, the trial judge .in 

this case was not asked to sit in judgment, but rather 

was requested to determine that judgment could not be 

entered at all in this case. The motion made below by 

the respondents was reflective of Pennsylvania's desire 

for specificity and particularity when raising claims of 

sufficiency of the evidence, in the context of the legal 

standard to be applied in evaluating the evidence.

Clearly, a trial judge has a separate function 

in determining whether or not there is sufficiency cf 

evidence factually to determine guilt, as opposed to 

determining whether or not the law requires that the 

judgment be sought in a particular case.

The Commonwealth is very aware of this Court's 

discussion with regard to the talismanic nature of 

particular words, a ai the Zomnonw ealtn doesn't want to 

rely on the word "demurrer” as providing any special 

significance in and of itself. However, the term 

"demurrer” is reflective of Pennsylvania's desire that 

was set forth in the case of Martin Linen Supply, that 

the feieral system did not provide, that is, a 

restriction on the power of the trial judge to rule in 

midtrial, requests regarding the sufficiency of the 

evidence as a matter of law.
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Now, tna guestion t.nat has arisen with regard 

to what difference would occur before this trial judge 

on remand, I suggest to tha Court that there is a 

different mental process that the Court would go through 

in determining whether, specifically as a matter of law, 

the Commonwealth prosecutor his established a rise 

within the framework of the definition of the crime as 

opposed to whether or not the Commonwealth, the 

prosecutor, has established sufficient evidence to 

convince a finder of fact beyond a reasonable doubt of 

the crime, that the crime nas been committed.

There is a different mental process that I 

suggest is important to reflect and to be recognized in 

a system such as Pennsylvania's.

QUESTION* Under Pennsylvania law, that stage 

is the judge sitting as the tryer alone, to decide 

whether, had there been a jury, he would have said there 

wasn't enough evidenre to go to the jury?

MR. EBERHARDT* Right.

QUESTION! Is that the derision he makes?

MR. EBERHARDT* That's the particular request 

that's made of the judge at that point in time.

23ESTI3N! Then, is the judge now in effect 

saying to the state, "If that's all you've get you 

haven't got anything"?

15
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SR. SSER-HRDri Right. The court is saying 

that, "With my understanding of the law and the legal 

definition of tha crime, the evidence that you have 

presented does not support sufficiently the elements of 

the offense established by the legislative definition."

So, whatnar wa'ra talking about a jucy trial 

or non-jury trial with regard to the demurrer, the same 

standard is being requested of the court. However, 

Pennsylvania goes on in its rules to recognize that at a 

later stage after all the evidence has been introduced 

in t.na particular nattar, that tha trial judge is being 

asked to decide a different question.

The judge is being asked in a non-jury 

situation for the equivalent of a verdict. Now, this 

Court has recognized that double jeopardy problems arise 

whenever tnaca is i lot guilty variict entered by a 

jury. Clearly, that is the classic situation where 

there is an application of the Double Jeopardy Clause.

What the Commonwealth is suggesting is that 

the Pennsylvania procedure here is not providing, at 

this staga in tha trial, tnroagh demurrer, tha 

equivalent of a not guilty verdict by a jury.

QOESriDNs But there was no disagreement, as I 

understand it, between the trial judge and the Supreme 

Court of Pennsylvania on what the elements of the crime

17
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were, no legal difference except with respect to the 

quantum of the evidence.

MR. EBERHARDT* Well, we never got to argue 

the merits of the case below, Your Honor. The 

particular appeal that was taken in Superior Court, and 

the delays occasioned in this appellate process, were 

raised as a result of the appealability question.

QUESTION: When you say you had no argument,

you had no argument --

MR, EBERHARDT: We had no opportunity beyond 

presenting it in a written brief, what the 

Commonwealth's argument was with regard to the --

QUESTION:. At the close of the Government's 

case, do you mean?

MR. EBERHARDT: No, on appeal to the Superior 

Court of Pennsylvaaii.

QUESTION: What occurred? What was the next

step tnat occurred after the Government rested?

MR. EBERHARDT: Well, in this particular case 

the Commonwealth casted, and demurrers were tendered by 

defense counsel as to all the charges before the Court, 

the Court granted certain ones and denied others.

QUESTION* The Commonwealth — tnat was argued?

MR. EBERHARDT* That was argued before the 

lower court. The Commonwealth found a Motion for

13
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Reconsideration which is permitted under Pennsylvania

that a trial court ran reconsider any ruling 

within 30 days.

The court entertained that Notion for 

Reconsideration, In fart, defense counsel reguested 

that the court reconsider all its rulings with regard to 

the demurrer.

Following the court's decision, the 

Commonwealth then filed an appeal to the Superior Court 

of Pennsylvania. Followinj tnat appeal a notion was 

made to quash the appeal.

The motion was reserved for argument on the 

merits of the appeal. Following arguments on the 

merits, a panel of the Superior Court of Pennsylvania 

quashed the appeal. Then the Superior Court of 

Pennsylvania granted re-argument of that question and we 

argued again the appealability issue before the Superior 

Court en banc.

At no time has a court beyond the trial court 

reviewed as yet the question of the sufficiency of the 

evidence.

QUESTION* Your suggestion, Nr. Eberhardt, is 

that when you're talking about a motion like this, the 

trial court may have a misunderstanding as to what 

elements are necessary for the cciae, so that it's quite

19
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different Eram a credibility istamin.ati.Dn?

ME. EBERHARDT* It's quite different from a 

credibility determination. What wa're suggesting is, 

the court in measuring the sufficiency of the evidence 

as a framework within which it is operating, if that 

framework is improper or is too extensive in light of 

the Commonwealth's proffer of evidence, then the .court 

has made an err or nf law tint it uses to resolve the 

question of sufficiency of the evidence.

The court is being asked, classically at 

common law under a demurrer, and under Pennsylvania 

practice, to make a legal measurement of the sufficiency 

of tne evilence against a frameworc. If the 

Commonwealth cannot argue on appeal that the court used 

the improper framework in measuring the sufficiency of 

the evidence, then the Commonwealth would not have the 

right to appeal in Pennsylvania because Pennsylvania 

practice limits Commonwealth appeals to pure questions 

of law, from final orders.

QUESTION* Well, counsel, I’m sure I missed 

something, but is it true that this man is now convicted 

and sentenced without having an opportunity of 

defending —

MR. EBERHARDT* No, no. There were two 

separate criminal episodes that ware joined for trial,

20
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Justice Marshall. T.u one, irson, results! in what we 

viewed as a homicide. That is the subject of this 

proceeding.

A separate charge of arson was joined for 

trial, and when the demurrers were sustained to the 

homicide caarges, the trial court proceeded in a 

non-jury fashion to adjudicate the defendant guilty of 

that separate arsoa. He has been convicted of that 

arson and is serving a sentence right now for that 

crime, that involving arson only.

QUESTIONS, I understood you to say that after 

the judge ruled, that there was an immediate appeal by 

the State. I guess I misunderstood.

HR. EBERHARDTi There was an appeal as to only 

those charges that were the subject oE a grant of a 

demurrer under Pennsylvania practice.

QUESTION; rhea the trial took place and

defense —

MR. EBERHARDTs Defense presented their 

evidence. I don't know whether they rested or presented 

their evidence.

QUESTIONS The trial didn't go ahead, did it?

MR. EBERHARDTs The trial as to the separate 

arson proceeded, yes.

QUESTION* After the appeal?
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13« S3E3I\3DTi \fter the appeal. There was a 

severance in effect granted of a separate arson based on 

a different building in a different part of Allegheny 

County, Pennsylvania, and that case proceeded separately 

to verdict.

This proceeding, which involves homicide 

charges and causing catastrophe charges, was stayed by 

the trial court while the appeal process continued on 

those specific charges, those criminal informations.

2UESTI0!*: What did the Pennsylvania Supreme

Court hold?

MR. EBERHARDTs The Pennsylvania Supreme

Court—

QUESTIONS You did argue there?

MR. EBERHARDT* Yes, we did. They did not 

decide the merits of the Commonwealth’s appeal. The 

Court remanded that matter, the judgment of the Supreme 

Court of Pennsylvania was to remand the case to the 

Superior Court of Pennsylvania to consider the merits of 

the Commonwealth’s appeal regarding the legal 

sufficiency of the evidence, so we have yet to argue 

before an appellate court and have a decision with 

regard to the legal sufficiency of the evidence that was 

produced in the trial court.

What the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania held
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was that the Superior Court had erred in its review of 

ths iamarrar, La via wing it as tha same as a Motion for 

Judgment of Acquittal, and the Supreme Court 

particularly looked at its totality of practice and its 

history, which was ai exteisi/a history with regard to 

the demurrer being appealable in Pennsylvania, and it 

viawad it as a para gaastion of law unlike — and 

compared it to the federal rule. Rule 29 — unlike the 

federal rule which to a certain extent may not make the 

classic distinction that tie Pennsylvania rule attempted 

to make.

I might iota also that the Pennsylvania rule. 

Rule 1124(a)-1 was promulgated by the Supreme Court 

after this Court’s decision in Scott, aware of the Scott 

decision, aware of tha Martin Linai decision.

The Supreme Court through is rulemaking power, 

which is vary broil, antarad a decision that a 

structured rule should provide specifically for the 

demurrer as a separate item.

Tha cast of Rule 1124 looks vary much like the 

federal rule.

QUESTION* Well, you say that you can only 

appeal on "legal" grounds in Superior — or you can only 

appall on thosa grounds. So, what was your case before 

the Superior Court?
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SR. EBER.4A8DT:. Our «case before the Superior 

Court, essentially with regard to two of the crimes that 

were before the trial court, was the court had erred in 

deciding what degree of recklessness was contemplated to 

be reguiral to be shown haler Pennsylvania *s definition 

of murder as a third degree —

3UESTI3M; 3o, that’s the only thing that was

appealed?

MR. EBERHARDTw The only thing that was 

appealed —

QUESTION; That’s the only thing that is left, 

and so if — but if you lose those, under the Supreme 

Court’s ruling, the case will go back for trial?

SR. EBERHAHDT; The case will go back for

trial.

QUESTION; Because the Supreme Court said that 

the trial court’s ruling was not a sufficient ruling on 

the evidence?

MR. EBERHARDTi Was not a question of fact but 

was a pure question of law, a determination of legal 

sufficiency, the evidence on a stated standard.

QUESTION* Which is a different question, a 

new appeal?

SR. EBE8HA3DT* The question tnat we appealed 

to the Superior Court, whether the Court erred as a
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matter of law in ruling that the sufficiency of the 

evidence was not established based upon the elements of 

third degree murder and causing a catastrophe.

QUESTION; Sell/ won't it be exactly that 

question that is pending before the Superior Court cf 

Peansylvania, if tie judgment of the Supreme Court of 

Pennsylvania is affirmed here?

MR. EBERHARDTi That is exactly the question
9

before the Superior Court, is the legal sufficiency cf 

the evidence.

QUESTION; And if the Superior Court decides 

in the defendant's favor but affirms the Court of Common 

Pleas, is that then the case is all over. If it 

reverses and says the trial judge was wrong in his 

understanding of t.ia law, the case would go back?

MR. EBERHARDT* The case will go back, in the 

Commonwealth's view, either way because the remaining 

charges on which demurrers were denied are still before 

the court.

QUESTION; It seems to me that —

MR. EBERHARDT* Misdemeanor charges.

QUESTION* One of your arguments is that the 

issue of tne — tne double jeopardy issue, just isn't 

right for review here?

MR. EBERHARDT* That’s been raised by both our
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response to tha rartiorari petition by the Solicitor 

General's amicus brief and —

21ESriDS; Bar a us a if you 1 osa in tha Superior 

Court on remand, where you have argued that the judge 

«isaniacstool tha lagal requirements of tha crimes?

ME. EBERHARDT* Right.

JOESriDNs Tha tn a question would, evan under 

your view, be right, was the -- is a retrial — can the 

trial go bar* for a continuation because — In spite of 

the trial judge's ruling on the sufficiency of the 

evidence ?

SR. SBSRHARDTi Correct.

QUESTION* Because you agree the trial judge 

ruled on the sufficiency of the evidence?

MR. EBERHARDT* I agree that the trial judge 

determined the lagal sufficiency of the evidence. He did 

not engage in --

^UESrijSs If ha understood tha crime 

correctly, then he did rule on»the sufficiency of the 

avid a nr a ?

MR. EBERHARDTs Yes, he did. So that, the 

Superior Court would ba prasaitad with tha question of 

whether the court, the trial court, properly ruled on 

the —

QUESTION^ Wall, would you say that if you
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lose in the Superior Court, would you argue that the 

trial may continue despite the fact that then it will be 

clear that the tciiL judge, A, understood the elements 

of the crime and, B, ruled that the evidence was 

insuE E irient?

SR. EBERHARDTi I would argue that the matter 

would be remanded to the trial court for continuation of 

trial with regard to those remaining —

QUESTION* You would say it could go forward 

despite the Double Jeopardy Clause?

SR. EBERHARDT* I would say, go forward on 

those charges which were not disposed of my demurrers, 

because there were two charges —

3'JESriDfi tfhat about the cnarges that ware 

not disposed of by demurrer — that were disposed of by 

demurrer?
MR. EBERHARDT* The Superior Court decision 

would be a Einal derision, much liie 3urks recognized 

that there would be a final order.

QUESTION; So, the State concedes that if a 

trial judge properly understood the elements of the 

crime in this case, his ruling was an acquittal to the 

extent that he sustained the demurrer?

MR. EBERHARDT* Correct, but it*s a legal 

question only as to
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JUSSTIDNi So, tie State — the iouble 

jeopardy clause would forbid the continuation of the 

trial oi tnose issues?

v MR. EBERHARDT: I do not believe in this case

that tie Court aai go any further in determining whether 

an acquittal was actually entered in the case. What we 

are suggesting is that the determination by the Superior 

Court on our appeal will be determinative of the legal 

question which we had a right to appeal, and therefore 

oar right to appeal would nave bean vindica tad in the 

Superior Court, and if we lose in that matter, then the 

orier of the trial court achieves finality and prevents, 

under the Double Jeopardy Clause, us from arguing that 

the court should continue on those charges on which a 

demurrer has bean sustained.

QUESTION* Sc, what you’re saying is that the 

Supreme Court of Penasylviiia just toll the Superior 

Court that it misunderstood what the State’s appeal was 

about?

MR. EBERHARDTi In essence, yes, in essence.

QUESTION* May I ash one question . You say 

the misdemeanor charges remain undisposed of, but that 

the charges on the unrelated arson went forward and the 

man was convicted.

Why would they go forward with some charges
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and.not others that were not covered by the demurrer 

that was sustained? I don't understand.

MR. EBERHARDTi Meli/ I believe that the trial 

court was desirous of allowing the Conmonwe alth its 

right of appeal on those charges that he had sustained a 

demurrer to.

QUESTION t Right.

MR. S3ERHARDT; And yet, the other charges 

which were easily severable because they were a separate 

criminal episode —

QUESTION! Well, even if they -- the 

misdemeanor charges were not covered by the demurrer 

either, though, were they?

MR. EBERHARDTw No demurrer was sustained as 

to them. All I can suggest to the Court in that regard 

is that the trial court and the counsel below were 

concerned with the potential creation of another Double 

Jeopardy issue, when and if the trial court would 

proceed on other offenses which might be viewed as 

lesser included offenses or offenses for which there 

might be an additional bar that might be argued.

QUESTION; I see, but if they are lesser 

included offenses, then if your opponent wins on the 

deiurrer, tnose would as well -- at least arguably would 

also be barred?
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SR. EBERHA8DT* Possibly. I don't believe 

ttiay ic3 les-sec included offenses. I thin'*, that was a 

misunderstanding in the court below, that they may -- at 

the time of tjiis proceedings there was some question in 

Pennsylvania whether involuntary manslaughter was a 

lesser included offense of murder.

Subsequent derisions have established that it 

clearly is not.

QUESTION* But your position, as I understand 

it, on the charges that were covered by the demurrer, is 

that, we don’t yet know if that was an acquittal. If 

tne trial judge tarns oat to oe right it was an 

acquittal. If he’s wrong it’s not an acquittal.

.1R. EBSRSiRDTs That’s basically our position, 

Your Honor.

QUESTION: I take it your position is that in

a trial — short of a jury, for that matter, you get 

into — the prosecution gets into an argument with the 

judge on what the elements of the crime are, and the 

trial judge says, "I disagree with you. Hr. Prosecutor. 

You have to prove 1, B and *nd at the close of your

case or the whole case he says, "The evidence is 

insufficient because you didn’t prove C," acquittal.

Now, you say that the State may appeal that 

acquittal because the judge misunderstood the law?
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MB. EBERHARDT* Sell, my position is, it's not 

an acquittal. To the extent that Martin Linen Supply — 

QUESTION* My example is not an acquittal.

MR. EBERHARDTi Hell, I would me a 

distinction, Your Honor, between the motion that's made 

here, a demurrer, prior to — at tie roarlusion of the 

Commonwealth's presentation of its evidence, and a 

lotion that’s male at the conclusion of the presentation 

of all of the evidence.

Now, in a non-jury situation I suggest that it 

may be difficult to separate it thit point the 

distinction between the Court ruling as a matter of law 

and ruling as a matter of fact. It's not necessary for 

the Court in this case to reach that far.

I think what we have here is a midtrial ruling 

before all of the eviianre has been completed.

Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice.

CHIEF JUSTUS BUS 3E3 s Mr. Frey.

ORAL ARGUMENT OF ANDREW L. FREY, ESQ.

FOR UNITED STATES, AS AMICUS CURIAE,

IN SUPPORT OF RESPONDENT 

MR. FREYi Thank you, Mr. Chief Justice, ani 

may it please the Court*

First of all, the issue that is before the 

Court today concerns only the ability cf the courts to
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correct legally erroneous judgments of evidentiary 

insufficiency by the trial court. If the judgment is 

not legally wrong, that is, if the trial court was 

correct in finding tie evidence insufficient, tie 

appellate court will affirm, there will be no further 

trial type proceedings of the kind to which the Double 

Jeopardy Clause could apply.

So, your decision on this case will affect 

only tie class of.rises in which the defendant has 

induced the trial court to make a legally erroneous 

decision.

QUESTION! Well, that's not true, is it? Say, 

the decision is right but the prosecutor doesn't think 

it's right, therefore appeals —

MR. FREY* We'll take an appeal but there's

nothing —

QUESTION* — so that the defendant at least 

has the burden of resisting an appeal that he would not 

otherwise have to resist?

HR. FREY: That is true, but I think this 

Court's jurisprudence makes it quite clear that nothing 

in tne Douole Jaopirdy Clause makes the appeal itself, 

the burden of the appeal itself, prohibited and Wilson 

dealt with and disposed of that problem.

QUESTION: Mr. Fray, I stilL don't understand
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what you mean, “legally insufficient," or "legal 

sufficiency." What io you mean?

MS. FREfi Kell, the question is, what — 

well, I think the trial court in a jury trial, for 

instance, can rule only on a question of law.

QUESTION^ Now, he says to himself, could any 

reasonable set of jurors find this evidence sufficient 

to find guilt beyond a reasonable doubt? Is that the 

kini of question you’re talking about?

SB. FREY* Yes. It's a legal determination.

3JESri3N* Do you think that his saying that 

at midtrial doesn't bar an appeal?

SR. F3SY* That is our position.

QUESTION* What happened if at the end of 

exactly whit he sill in this case, ha said, "Ani I find 

him not guilty of any charge"?

SB. FREY* Well, exacty -- I think there is a 

legitimate question in this case as to whether what the 

judge said was an acquittal or not in the true sense, 

and I'd like to talk for a minute if I may about what 

constitutes —

23ESriDSi Khan you don't agree, that it just 

would be extra words? He would have to have said 

soaathing in front, before that.

MB. FREY* I think if the Judge -- I think
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what we are saying, it’s not reviewable as to verdict cf 

aogaittal. That is a determination by the finder of 

fact that the defendant is not in fact guilty of the 

crime.

QUESTIONi That’s aat what I —

MR. FREY* Or not reviewable, whether it's 

right or wrong, okay. Now, the judge, however, perforins 

a different function and ia this case he did not purport 

to act and the Pennsylvania court dil not treat him as 

acting as finder of fact when he granted the demurrer, 

bat acting the sane * a y he woali if tiers had been a 

jury, and taking the case away from the jury.

Now, there is a sense in which it is an 

acgaittal. That is, in Scott we were talking about 

pre-indictment delay claim, and the majority held that 

you coaLi iistinguisn between that kind of claim which 

does not go at all, does not represent at all a finding 

of guilt or innocence, and the kind of claim that could 

represent an acgiictal.

QUESTION* Mr. Frey, it seems to me that your 

argaie.it goes beyond that, what the State of 

Pennsylvania — it seemed to me the State of 

Pennsylvania was conceding that if the trial court had 

applied the correct standard in determining the evidence 

was insufficient, that that would constitute an
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acquittal for purposes of Double Jeopardy.

\ni yet, you, I think, are arguing a broader 

rule, that any finding of insufficient evidence just 

falls outside Double Jeopardy?

MB. FREYi That's way I wanted to talk about 

the different ways in which there could be findings of 

insufficient evideice. Justice White referred to one 

way, but before we get to that way, the judge might have 

a correct understating of the elements of the offense, 

but the judge might decide that you can't convict the 

defendant on the basis of circumstantial evidence, for 

inst an ce.

Therefore, even though there was overwhelming 

circumstantial evilance of guilt, as to every element of 

the offense, the judge might enter an acquittal. That 

would be one kind of ruling. Now, that doesn't involve 

a misunderstanding of the offense that is in a sense an 

acquittal. I think we would argue that it should be 

revie wable.

But, Justice White's example was a different 

kind. The judge may add to the offense an element which 

is not in fact or in law a part of that offense.

QUESTION^ Let's get back just a minute, Sr. 

Frey, to your exangle about circumstantial evilance.

You say that could be reviewable. Could it be reviewed
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by the Pennsylvania Superior Court, in this case, 

because the Pennsylvania cula was that you couli convict 

on circumstantial evidence?

Could it be reviewed by the Pennsylvania 

Superior Court saying, this was enough circumstantial 

evidence to gc to the jury?

S3. F3SY; I think ultimately we would contend 

that either one of those conclusions would be 

reviewable. We think they are conclusions of law.

QUESTION* Do you think that’s the same thing 

that tne attorney for the State of Pennsylvania is 

arguing?

MR. FREY* I'm not sure it is the same thing 

as they are arguing, but I think the important guestion 

is whether — I mean, I think there is an initial 

guestion that the Sourt has to grapple with, ini that 

is, if this animal that we have is a determination by 

the judge that the defendant hasn’t committed a crime, 

then can it ever be appealed and corrected, regardless 

of what is wrong as a legal matter with that 

ieteraination.

Because, there are suggestions, I think in 

Martin Linen and some suggestions in Scott that it 

couldn’t be, and we are asking the Court to reconsider 

that question in terms of the policies of the Double
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Jeopardy Clause.

Je tniak tut allowing an appeal in a 

situation where the defendant has induced the court to 

commit a legal error, has terminated the trial prior to 

a verdict by the fact finder to correct that error, has 

none of the -- involves no semblance of the kind of 

oppressive practices that the Double Jeopardy Clause —

QUEST IDS* I don't understand Pennsylvania to 

be asking as to reroisiier any o£ our prior cases. The 

United States seems to be.

MR. FREY* Well, I think our reading of Martin 

Linen is that you would have to, because in our view —

QUESTION* How about Scott?

MR. FREY* There's no problem with the holding 

in Scott, and iaieel no problem -- iaieei, we suggest 

that the analysis of Scott, there is some language 

that's troublesome but the analysis of Scott is in fact 

quite inconsistent with —

QUESTION* Martin Linen is right in your 

teeth, I tniak?

MR. FREY* That is our feeling, that's right. 

But, I think that Scott has undermined Martin Linen and 

I think it's appropriate for the Court to reconsider 

Martin Linen after Scott, and 1*3 like to talk about the 

Double Jeopardy policies that might be considered to
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justify what seems a qui.te arbitrary result that denies 

justice to the prosecution, which is to leave legally 

erroneous decisions, concededly legally erroneous 

because those are the only ones we are talking about, 

beyond review and correction.

One policy is the finality of judgment, that 

is, aot allowing tie prosecution to iaprove its case 

when it has failed to persuade the first fact finder 

that has heard the case. That would be true where you 

have a verdict of acguittal. It's not true in this case 

because there has been no failure to persuade the fact 

finder in a case vi er e the judge takes the case away 

from the jury, of guilt.

lertainly there is the right to have the trial 

completed before the first tribunal that is empaneled, 

and that is the right that was considered and evaluated 

in Scott, ini obviously the point here is that there 

would be no second trial necessary, no appearance before 

a second tribunal, if the defendant had not chosen to 

terminate the trial before verdict.

The defendant who wants only one trial can 

allow the first trill to go to verdict, mike his or her 

motions after verdict, get a judgment of acquittal at 

that point from the judge. It can then be appealed and 

either affirmed or reversed without the necessity for a
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second trial.

QUESTION* Can you make a motion for judgment 

n.o.b under the Federal Rules if you haven’t made a Rule 

29 motion at the close of the evidence of the Government?

18. FRSfi I is not sura whit tha answer —

QUESTION* Because otherwise, the statement 

you just made may not be correct. If you have to make a 

Rule 29 Motion in order to preserve your rights for 

Post-Verdict Motion --

MR. FREYs That would create a problem.

QUESriDNi !lni aren't theca some states that 

have such a rule?

18. FRSIi Thace may be, but I don’t 

understand — that would be a non-constitutional rule, 

and It could presumoly be corrected and if that ware 

the obstacle, remove the constitutional problem here.

It’s not a rule that makes a lot of sense to me, but 

there may be some states that have it.

Now, in Justice Brennan’s dissent in Scott, he 

spoka of tha burdens of catriil, tie emotional strain, 

the expense, the risk of an erroneous conviction, the 

wearing down, and all these problems. These are very 

real problems, but you cannot distinguish this kind of 

case from a case in which there is a hung jury and a 

retriil with all tiose burdens, or a case in which a
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conviction is ravarsii mi thar a is a retrial w i th all 

those burdens.

In fact, if you think about it for a moment, 

when there is legal error injectai by tha prosarution or 

the Court over the objection of the defense that paints 

a variict of guilty, the law is rlaar that that can be 

reversed and there can be a new trial.

QUESTION* Mr. Frey, how do you distinguish a 

case in which a defendant objects to a whole category of 

evidence, he urges the court to keep it out and the 

juiga erroneously axolulas all tha aviienca, ini then 

the jury returns a verdict of not guilty. It's based on 

lagil error ani it's tha defendant's fault for having 

made what turns out to be an improper motion.

MR. FREY* Well, there are two pieces to 

that. If the jury returns a verdict of not guilty, we 

are not arguing that that can be further reviewed, no 

matter what.

QUESTION* Why not? What's the difference? 

Still, why wouldn't the defendant have waived his right 

by making a motion that caused the Court to —

13. FSSYt Wall, I think in argument could be 

made, and we have a footnote —

3UESriD1i It saais to ma it’s a logical 

extension of the argument you are making.
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MR. FREY* Certainly, Justice Cardoza in Palco 

against Connecticut thought that would be a better 

system, but at least there we don't know what the jury 

has done. The prosecution has failed to convince the

first fact finder, and the considerations that are
/

identified in Green do apply. In this situation, none 

of those considerations have any application.

How, I should say a word in connection with 

your question about Sanabria, because Sanabria is a case 

where essentially that happened, that is, the evidence 

was suppressed. Wh a t was left was insufficient. The 

judge granted an acquittal.

ie have no problem with the correctness of 

Sanabria, because we couldn’t appeal the evidentiary 

suppression rule. Because that was so, when the judge 

granted an arqaittii, there was no evidence.

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER* I think you have 

responded to the jaestioas, Mr. Frey. Your time .is up.

Do you have anything further?

MS. GBkSiS I have nothing further. Thank you. 

CHIEF JUSTICE BURGER* Thank you, counsel.

The case is submitted.

(Whereupon, at 10*45 o’clock a.m., the case in 

the ibove-entitlei mitter was submitted.)
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